
Guidelines for Enrollment in AP Calculus from the 

RHS Math Department 

 

Who should take the AP Calculus? 

If students have gotten a C or higher in Int. Math III H at RHS or Pre-

Calculus at Crafton Hills College or equivalent, they are prepared to 

take AP Calculus. 

If a student takes Int. Math III at RHS and then wants to take AP 

Calculus, they are missing many topics we use daily in AP Calculus. Topics include various Trigonometry 

applications, Polar Coordinates, and Limits to name a few. If a student takes Math 3 and wants to make 

the jump there is a Bridge class available (I think), but it is recommended they take a Pre-Calculus class 

at a local college or through an online program. 

If a student is in Int. Math II H and wants to skip into AP Calculus, please discourage this unless they are 

taking a Pre-Calculus class over the summer. Even if they are insanely bright, they will have a year less 

experience then all their classmates who take a full year of Int. Math IIIH. They will also be missing entire 

chunks of topics students are expected to know when AP Calculus begins.   

What is the difference between Calculus AB and Calculus BC? 

Short Answer: Calculus BC covers more material and is harder. If a student passes the Calculus BC exam 

they get credit for two college classes. Calculus AB covers less material and passing the national exam 

gets them credit for one college class.  

Long Answer: The way the course is taught in the first semester of instruction is almost identical for both 

students enrolled in AB and in BC. One reason why they are mixed in the same period. The foundational 

material is required for both exams and all of these skills are taught first semester. It isn’t until 2nd 

semester that additional topics are taught to students enrolled in the BC course. Students are required 

to do additional work and are tested on additional topics. There are other reasons that AB students and 

BC students are enrolled in the same period. One is to alleviate scheduling issues. If BC was only 

available 6th period, then a student could not take BC and Mock Trial. The same applies for 5th period 

and Academic Decathlon. In reviewing for National exam, AB’s in the same period as BC’s have 

historically resulted in better outcomes for the AB Calculus students.  

Preferred student placement in Calculus AB or Calculus BC: 

If a student earned an A in Int. Math III H they’re probably a great BC candidate. 

If a student got a C in Int. Math III H they’re probably a great AB candidate. 

If a student got a B, it could go either way depending on the student. The Math Department preference 

is for placing students in AB initially and then after they experience the course for the first 6 weeks 

changing into BC if it’s a good fit for them.    

**If a student did not take Int. Math III H or equivalent Precalculus class, they should be taking a 

course other than AP Calculus. 


